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Numerical verification of bona fide stochastic resonance
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The notion of stochastic resonance as an input/output synchronization mechanism is reestablished quantita-
tively, based on accurate numerical simulation of a simple two-state model, namely, the Schmitt trigger. The
corresponding phenomenological criterion known as bona fide stochastic resonance is thus proven applicable
throughout the entire range of the input parameters. Claims to the contrary are briefly discussed.

PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic resonance~SR! is an intriguing phenomenon o
nonlinear physics, where an optimal amount of noise has
capability of enhancing the rate of synchronous switches
tween the local minima6ym of a bistable system driven b
a weak periodic modulation~or forcing signal! with period
TV and amplitudeA0 @1#. Stochastic resonance rests upon
noise controlled synchronization mechanism which can
vividly illustrated in terms of switch-time distributions. Th
most convenient choice is provided by the distributi
N1(T) of the residence times, commonly defined as the ti
intervals between any two subsequent switches inopposite
directions @see Fig. 1~a!#. Since the modulation favors th
switching events by perturbing the symmetry of the syste
N1(T) peaks at~close to! Tn5(n21/2)TV with n51,2, . . . ;
the input/output synchronization sets in when the first p
of N1(T) ~at TV/2) dominates the remaining peaks and t
exponential random-switch background; each distribut
peak exhibits its own maximum for a certain value of t
noise strength given by the phenomenological condition@2#

Tnm0~D !.1, ~1!

wherem0(D) is the Kramers escape rate out of one sta
minimum,D denotes the noise strength, andn labels theN1
peak centered atTn . Equation~1! for n51 corresponds to
the optimal synchronization~or SR! condition, which can be
attained on varying eitherV or D. Such a characterization o
the SR phenomenon is often referred to as bona fide SR@2#.
It should be noticed that in the more popular spectral rep
sentation@1#, no SR condition sets in as a function of th
forcing frequency, the only control parameter being the no
strength. This difference makes the notion of bona fide
particularly attractive to experimentalists.

Recently, the interpretation of SR as a bona fide re
nance has been questioned@3# on two accounts.~a! For
stronglydriven devicesA0ym /D@1 the peak resonance con
dition ~1! would be inaccurate; as a consequence, doubts
cast on the validity of the underlying resonant synchroni
tion argument, mostly motivated by an approximate analy
of the escape process in a periodically tilted bistable po
tial ~where theA0 dependence of the escape rates betw
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tilted minima is neglected@4#!. ~b! For weaklydriven devices
A0ym /D!1, the switch-time distribution peaks becom
hardly detectable, so that a synchronization condition wo
make no sense. This is not the SR regime best investig
experimentally in the current literature@6,7#; nevertheless,
the limit of vanishingly small input amplitudes may have
bearing on the SR phenomenology in that it embodies
approximations leading to the linear response theory for
process under study@1#.

In order to sort out the ensuing controversy we planned
extensive simulation project aimed at gathering high sta
tics residence time distributions for the archetypal two-st
model, namely, the symmetric Schmitt trigger~Sec. II!. Pre-
liminary results for the strongly driven regime~and details of
our simulation code! were published in Refs.@4# and @5#. In
the present paper we focus on the case of a weakly dr
trigger where criticism~b! seems to be more serious. Th
work should be regarded as a numerical experiment, wh
outcome provides a benchmark for further analytic stud
For the time being, we conclude that numerical simulat
does vindicate the notion of bona fide SR; moreover,
synchronization condition~1! can be implemented quantita
tively more effectively than originally presented@2#.

II. THE SCHMITT TRIGGER

The symmetric Schmitt trigger~ST! provides the simples
example of a bistable system exhibiting SR@6#. Our numeri-
cal investigation was limited to such a two-state model,
though the conclusions discussed below are of wider ap
cation to the theory of SR. As a major advantage w
respect to the continuous bistable systems studied in the
lier literature@1#, the output of a ST is entirely controlled b
the switching mechanism, whereas in a continuous bista
system interwell and intrawell dynamics are hard to unrav

Typically, the ST@8,9# input consists of two components
whose amplitudes greatly depend on the experimental
cumstances:~i! a noisy signal with zero mean and finite co
relation time; ~ii ! one or more embedded periodic signa
with arbitrary wave forms. Let us consider for simplicit
input signalsx(t) of the form

x~ t !5j~ t !1A0 sin~Vt1f!, ~2!
146 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 147NUMERICAL VERIFICATION OF BONA FIDE . . .
where j(t) is a zero-mean stationary Gaussian noise w
intensity ~i.e., standard deviation! s, strengthD5s2t, and
autocorrelation function

^j~ t !j~0!&5s2e2utu/t. ~3!

Throughout this workj(t) is assumed to be short-time co
related in comparison with the modulation, that is,Vt!1
~steady-state limit!. The trigger output rests in state2 as
long as the inputx(t) is smaller than a threshold valueb. As
x(t) crossesb the trigger switches~almost! instantaneously
into state1 and remains there as long asx(t).2b. The
trigger output is a dichotomic signal with values6ym ; in the
following ym is set to 1 for convenience. Of course, t
modulation of the input signal~2! drives a periodic outpu
component̂ y(t)& with periodTV52p/V.

In theweakly drivenregimeA0 /b!(s/b)2!1 the trigger
switches from the7 to the6 state are noise-assisted rando
events that occur with time constantsT7(A0).T0(b), where
T0(b) is the spontaneous switch time@4#

FIG. 1. ~a! Normalized residence time distributionsN1(T) ~ar-
bitrary units! for Vt51.2531022, A0 /b50.5, and different val-
ues of s/b. ~b! Peak strengthsP1 and P2 versuss/b ~at Vt
51.2531022) and P1 versusVt ~at s/b50.37) for a50.25 and
after background subtraction. Thenth peak strengthPn is defined
explicitly in Eq. ~6!. Time and signal scales:t5231025 s andb
5200 ~arbitrary units!. The choice of thes/b axis origin and the
orientation of the logarithmicVt axis are motivated by purely ty
pographical reasons.
h

T0~b!5
tAp

11F~ b̄!
E

2`

b̄
ex2

@11F~x!#2dx, ~4!

with F(x)5(2/Ap)*0
xe2z2

dx and b̄5b/A2s2. As the noise
intensities are small,s!b, Eq. ~4! may be approximated to
T0(b)5tA2p(s/b)exp(b2/2s2). Note that in this limit t
!T0(b).

In the adiabatic limit (A0b/s2)VT0(b)!1 @10#, the am-
plitude ^y& of the periodic component of the trigger outp
reads

^y&5ymS A0b

s2 D m0

AV21m0
2

~5!

with m052/T0(b). This leads to the popular spectral chara
terization of SR@1#, where the system response exhibits
maximum only as a function of the noise intensitys ~at fixed
V).

The synchronization mechanism underlying the SR p
nomenon has been investigated extensively in the oppo
regime of strongly drivendevices@1# only; for a ST this
corresponds to choosing (s/b)2!A0 /b!1 @6,7#. On look-
ing at the residence time distributions of Fig. 1~a!, it is ap-
parent that the strengthPn of the nth N1 peak,

Pn~s,V!5E
Tn2aTV

Tn1aTV
Ñ1~T!dT, n51,2, . . . , ~6!

with 0,a<1/4 @2#, exhibits SR behavior as a function o
both s ~at fixed V) and V ~at fixed s). The s and V de-
pendence ofP1 is shown in Fig. 1~b!. Here, the~negligibly
small! exponential random-switch background has been fi
blown up by taking the logarithm of the residence time d
tribution and then subtracted by means of a standard lin
fitting algorithm; thesubtracteddistribution is denoted by
Ñ1(T). Note that our background subtraction procedure
been carried out in the presence of modulation, although
the weakly driven regime the background does not dep
appreciably on the modulation amplitude@1#.

In view of the scales chosen fors/b andVt in Fig. 1~b!,
the time constant matching condition~1! implied by SR as
well as the existence of a maximum synchronization dis
butionN1(T) in Fig. 1~a! are apparent. Therefore, as detail
in @4#, for a strongly driven subthreshold ST the scheme
bona fide SR is sound both qualitatively and quantitatively
i.e., the criticisms of Ref.@3# do not apply.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The input/output synchronization effect in a weak
driven ST is, of course, much harder to quantify. In Fig.
the residence time distributionN1(T) is plotted for two small
values of the input amplitudeA0 and fixed noise intensitys.
It is apparent that theN1 peak structure tends to merge in
the random-switch background, to the point that for t
smallest amplitude we managed to simulate,A0 /b50.025,
the fraction of synchronous switches amounts to a few p
cent of the sample. In order to appreciate the magnitude
the synchronization effect, we verified first that the rando
switch background closely fits an exponential curve~Fig. 2,
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top panel! and then we subtracted it fromN1(T) so as to

extract the residual peak structureÑ1(T) ~Fig. 2, inset!; fi-
nally, the first peak strengthP1 was computed according t
our definition ~6!. For this subtraction procedure to mak
sense, one not only requires very high statistics@our N1(T)
distributions were computed over samples of up to 105 re-
corded switches#, but also stipulates the exponential sepa
bility of peaks from background~in our numerical experi-
ment such a property was checked on a run-by-run basi!.

The dependence ofP1 on the noise intensity is plotted i
Fig. 3 for three values of the forcing amplitude. A few im
portant properties of the synchronization mechanism in
weakly driven regimeA0b/s2!1 can easily be pointed ou
by inspection:~i! after background subtraction, all curves
P1 versuss/b attain a distinct maximum, even for vanish
ingly small values ofA0 /b; ~ii ! within the accuracy of our
numerics, the position of the SR maxima is rather insensi
to the value ofA0 /b; ~iii ! the maxima of the curvesP1(s)
dependquadraticallyon A0 @as suggested also by Eq.~40! of
Ref. @3##. Properties~i! and~ii ! suggest that the synchroniza
tion based definition of SR is consistently applicable, at le
in principle, no matter how small the input amplitude. T
observation that the SR value of the noise intensity tend
a unique limit for A0 /b→0 is compatible with the linea
response theory description of the SR phenomenon@perhaps
more familiar to the reader from the spectral representa
of Eq. ~5!#.

The dependence ofP1 on the input frequencyV, plotted
in Fig. 4, reveals a few further properties of the SR synch
nization mechanism.~i! The peaks of the curvesP1(s/b)

FIG. 2. Residence time distributionsN1(T) for A0b/s251.0
~top!, 0.3~bottom!. Other simulation parameter values are as in F

1. Inset: subtracted distributionÑ1(T); the area enclosed under th
numerical curve corresponds toP1. The solid lines represent th
fitted exponential curves of our subtraction procedure.
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shift toward lowers/b values with decreasingV, as ex-
pected. However, the peak values ofP1(s/b) decrease
monotonically withV—of course,P1,1 for any choice of
s andV. This trend confirms the spectral representation
sult that the synchronization effect underlying SR is m
pronounced at vanishingly low forcing frequencies@1#. ~ii ! In
the upper inset of Fig. 4P1 is plotted versusVt for the

. FIG. 3. Curves ofP1 versuss/b for different values ofA0 /b
andVt51.2531022. Other simulation parameter values are as
Fig. 1. Note that each value ofP1 has been computed from th
corresponding switch-time distribution after subtraction.

FIG. 4. Curves ofP1 versuss/b for different values ofVt and
A0 /b50.1. Other simulation parameter values are as in Fig. 1. V
tical arrows denote the optimal value ofs/b according to condition
~1! on increasingVt from the left to the right. Upper inset: pea
strengthP1 versusVt. Lower inset: escape timesT6 versusV. In
both insets the noise intensitys/b was set to 0.29~estimated posi-
tion of theP1 peaks in Fig. 3!. The magnitude of the statistical erro
falls within the data-point thickness.
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PRE 62 149NUMERICAL VERIFICATION OF BONA FIDE . . .
~constant! s/b value corresponding to the maxima ofP1
versuss/b in Fig. 3. As the maximum of this curve shift
toward lower frequencies, it is clear that under the conditio
of Fig. 3 the synchronization rule~1! is not exact. However
our simulation shows that condition~1! works better and
better as theP1(s/b) peaks shift toward lowers/b values,
namely, at low frequencies.~iii ! In the lower inset of Fig. 4
we plottedT6 /TV versusVt for the same simulation pa
rameter values as in the upper inset~the definition ofT6 is
given in Sec. II!. As the strengthP1 versusV attains its
maximum, the ratioT6 /TV approaches 1/2, as required b
Eq. ~1!.

The results of Fig. 4 lead to a better assessment of
synchronization condition~1!. In contrast to Ref.@3# ~see
Sec. IV E there! we find that the notion of bona fide S
applies reasonably well throughout the parameter va
range explored numerically in the current literature. The s
chronization rule~1! is strictly obeyed at low frequencies
namely, when theP1(s/b) peaks pile up in the low noise
intensity domain and the quantityA0b/s2 tends to grow
larger than unity~strongly driven devices@4#!. For practical
uses, we notice that condition~1! works better to locate the
maxima of P1 versusV ~at fixed s/b), than vice versa.
Finally, it should be pointed out that Eq.~37! of Ref. @3#
fails, too, to reproduce this complicated dependence ofP1 on
s andV. @For the ST of Eqs.~3! and ~4! Choi et al. would
have concluded thatP1 was a function ofa and b alone,
with a5A0b/s2 andb5m0 /V.#

IV. DISCUSSION

The results of the foregoing section clearly support
notion of bona fide SR. We make now a few concludi
remarks.
v.

e
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~1! As pointed out in Ref.@3#, the N1 peak strengthsPn

do grow vanishingly small forA0 /b!1. However, the sub-
traction of the exponential background allowed us to sh
that P1 ~and also the remainingPn) decreases quadraticall
with A0 /b. It should be noticed that this is precisely th
same difficulty we are confronted with in spectral repres
tation. There one must compute the subtracted power s
tral density of the outputy(t) at the forcing frequency; the
strength of thed-like spectral spike corresponding to th
periodic output component^y(t)& @see Eq.~5!#, turns out to
be quadratic inA0 /b @1#. The applicability of the bona fide
SR criterion to everyday laboratory practice is confirmed
recent experimental reports also@11#.

~2! We chose to simulate SR in a modulated ST beca
this problem is numerically more tractable than the contin
ous bistable process addressed in Ref.@3#. This corresponds
to filtering out the unimportant details of the intrawell d
namics so that high statistics switch-time distributions b
come accessible by means of a personal computer. We
lieve that such a simplification does not affect the validity
our conclusions. The output of a continuous bistable proc
can anyway be fed through a two-state filter, thus produc
a stochastic signal that is hardly distinguishable from
output of a subthreshold ST.

~3! To our knowledge, there are no existing theories t
account for the de-synchronization mechanism that occur
high noise intensities. For instance, on increasings/b above
the relevant SR value, the switch phase distributions deve
a doubly peaked profile, being now dominated by in-pha
and p out-of-phase switch events. This numerical obser
tion, reported in Ref.@5#, calls for an even more systemat
theory of the residence time distributions in the presence
periodic modulation.
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